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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note, we consider matrix difference equations of the form 
Xt = A*&+4 + Q + &(&+I) - [S + A*%+3 + J&2(&+1>] 
x [R + B*Xt+lB + n2(&+1)]+ [S + A*-&+9 + b(Xt+l)l* 
and the corresponding algebraic equations 
(1.1) 
A*XA - X + Q + l&(X) - [S + A*XB + l&z(X)] 
x [R + B*XB + II,(X)]+ [S + A*XB + l&,(X)]* = 0, 
P.2) 
where Z+ is the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix 2 and A, B, Q, R, and S are given matrices 
of sizes n x n, n x m, n x n, m x m, and n x m, respectively, such that 
Q s T := s, R [ 1 
is Hermitian. We assume further that the operator II:7? + ‘FFm with 
w-v := 
[ 
l&(X> &z(X) 
JJ,(X)’ 
U2(X) 1 
is linear and positive, i.e., X 2 0 implies II(X) 2 0. Here, ‘H” stands for the real vector space 
of Hermitian matrices of size n, and by X 2 0 (or X > 0) it is denoted that X is positive 
semidefinite (or positive definite). 
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Notice that for I3 z 0, equations (1.1) and (1.2) reduce to the Riccati difference equation and 
the discrete-time algebraic Riccati equation which both play an important role in control and 
filtering theory (see [l] for references). 
Linearly perturbed Riccati equations appear in stochastic control theory-in particular, in 
problems with stochastically jumping parameters-and have been studied among others in [2-51. 
The continuous-time counterparts of (1.1) and (1.2) also arise in stochastic control problems 
and have been studied recently in [S-S], where existence and comparison theorems have already 
been presented. 
It is the main object of this paper to show that some of the nice properties of discrete-time 
Riccati equations remain valid for the more general rational matrix equations (1.1) and (1.2). In 
Sections 2-4, we summarize all preliminary results and notations which are necessary to formulate 
and prove the main results of this paper. In Section 5, we prove a comparison theorem which 
shows that the solutions of (1.1) depend monotonically on T and on a given initial or terminal 
value. As corollaries, we derive two existence results for (1.1). The main contribution of Section 6 
is Theorem 6.9, where we present sufficient conditions for the existence and the uniqueness of 
the stabilizing solution X+ of (1.2). Furthermore, we show in Section 7 that under adequate 
definiteness, stabilizability and detectability assumptions on the coefficients, the solution of (1.1) 
converge for any positive semidefinite terminal value to the stabilizing solution of (1.2). 
2. POSITIVE OPERATORS IN ORDERED BANACH SPACES 
In this section, we summarize for convenience of the reader some notations and preliminary 
results from the theory of positive operators, such as the Krein-Rutman theorem. Details on this 
topic can be found in [9]. For more information about properties of cones, we refer the reader 
to [lo]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a Banach space and let K be a subset of X. Then K is called an 
order cone if 
(i) K: is closed, nonempty, and K: # (0); 
(ii) if z, y E lc, then a~ + by E K for all a, b 2 0; 
(iii) if both z and -CC are in K, then 2 = 0. 
The order cone K is called 
l solid if int K, the interior of K, is not empty, 
l generating if X = K - K, and 
l totalifX=KIK. 
NotethatK-K={z-y]z,yEK}. 
Given x, y E K, we write x 5 y if y - x E K. In particular, all the elements of K satisfy y 2 0. 
By an ordered Banach space, we mean a Banach space together with an order cone. 
Every solid order cone is generating (see [ll]). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let X = Y-P denote the set of all Hermitian matrices of size n endowed with the 
inner product (A, B) = tr A*B and the Frobenius norm 
112 
. 
Then 
‘Id”, := {A E 7-l” 1 x*Ax > 0, for all x E C”} 
is a solid order cone. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. Let X’ be the dual of a real Banach space X. If K is a total order cone in X, 
then the set 
K’ = {f E X’ 1 f(x) 2 0, for all z E K} 
is an order cone of X’ which we call the dual order cone of K. 
For example, if K: = ti”,, then Ic’ = K: (see (121). 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let X and y be ordered Banach spaces. An operator 7: X + Y is called 
positive if x > 0 in X implies 7x 1 0 in y. The operator 7 is called inverse-positive if the 
inverse 7-l exists and is positive. 
For any linear continuous operator ‘T on X, we denote by r~(7) and r(7) the spectrum and 
the spectral radius of 7, respectively. 
THEOREM 2.5. (See Krein-Rutman Theorem in [91.) Let X be a real Banach space with the 
total order cone X+. Suppose that 7 : X --+ X is linear, compact, and positive, with r(7) > 0. 
Then r(7) is an eigenvalue of 7 and the dual operator.7’ with eigenvectors in X+ and Xi, 
respectively. If X is a Hilbert space, then r(T) is also an eigenvalue of the adjoint operator Iadj. 
An important consequence of the previous theorem which was proved in [13] is as follows. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let X be a finite dimensional real Banach space with the solid order cone X+. 
Suppose that S, 7: X + X are linear operators such that S is positive and either 7 is inverse- 
positive or 7(int X+) n int X+ = 0. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) 7 is inverse-positive and r(7-lS) < 1. 
(ii) 7 - S is inverse-positive. 
(iii) (7 - S)(int X+) n int X+ # 0. 
In particular, a positive linear operator S: X --) X is d-stable, i.e., a(S) c D, if and only if 
Z - S is inverse-positive, and this holds if and only if (1 - S)(int X+) n int X+ # 0. 
3. STEIN EQUATIONS AND d-STABILITY 
It is well known that Stein equations play an important role in the analysis of discrete-time 
Riccati equations. In this section, we consider the linearly perturbed algebraic Stein equation 
X = A*XA + I-I,(X) + Q, (3.1) 
where A and Q are given n x n matrices, Q is Hermitian, and III: ‘l-i” -+ ?P is a positive linear 
operator. 
Throughout this article, we endow 7-t” with the scalar product (A, B) := tr AB and the induced 
Frobenius norm llAj/~ := (A,A) li2. Notice that H” is a Hilbert space with respect to (9, .). 
Moreover, 31” is ordered since the cone 7fCn, of all positive semidefinite matrices defines an order 
relation on I-P by 
A>B M A-B~3-1;; 
this order is used subsequently. 
In the next lemma, we recall some properties of the trace of a product of matrices. 
LEMMA 3.1. 
(i) For all matrices A E CnXm and B E Px”, tr AB = tr BA. 
(ii) Let A, B E ?tFI”, with B > 0. Then, tr AB 1 0, with equality holding if and only if B = 0. 
(iii) Let A, B E 3-1;. Then, tr AB 1 0, with equality holding if and only if AB = 0. 
We define the discrete-time Lyapunov operator LA by 
LA:%” -+ 3-1”, X H A*XA. 
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If X1,. . . , X, are the eigenvalues of A (counted with multiplicities), then the eigenvalues of LA, 
considered as an operator from Pxn to Cnxn, are the n2 numbers XJ&, 1 5 j, k < n. If all 
eigenvalues of A lie in the open unit disc, then Z - CA is inverse-positive, and its inverse is given 
by 
j=O 
If A has an eigenvalue X with 1x1 1 1, then (Z - CA)(int’H$) II int ‘FIR = 0 (see the remark to 
Corollary 2.6). 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that Z - LA - llr is inverse-positive. Then (3.1) has a unique solution X 
and Q > 0 implies that X 2 0. 
PROOF. If Z - CA - III1 is inverse-positive, then (3.1) has a unique solution 
x = (I- CA - HI)-' Q, 
which is positive semidefinite if Q > 0. I 
The following theorem generalizes the discrete-time version of Lyapunovs stability theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) All eigenvalues of A lie in the open unit disk and 
T ((I-&)-bl) < 1. 
(ii) z - CA - nr is inverse-positive. 
(iii) There is some X > 0 such that (Z - CA - III)(X) > 0. 
(iv) If Q > 0, then (3.1) h as a unique solution X > 0. 
(v) LA + ni is d-stable. 
If any one of these conditions is fulfilled, then A is called d-stable relative to IIr . 
PROOF. The equivalence of (i)-(iii) follows easily by an application of Corollary 2.6 with 
x := ‘H”, x := ?-t;, S := ni, and ?- := 1 - &A, Since LA + fir is a positive operator, State- 
ments (ii) and (v) are also equivalent (see again the remark to Corollary 2.6). The fact that (iv) 
implies (iii) is trivial. We show now that (ii) implies (iv). Therefore, let Q > 0 be arbitrary. 
If Z - LA - IIr is inverse-positive, equation (3.1) has by Lemma 3.2 a unique solution X 1 0. 
Hence, Q := Q + III(X) > 0. Since we have already proved that (i) and (ii) are equivalent, all 
eigenvalues of A are contained in the open unit disk. From standard Lyapunov theory, it follows 
now that X-interpreted as a solution of X = A*XA + Q-is positive definite. I 
DEFINITION 3.4. A pair (A, B) of matrices A E Px” and B E (c”‘” is said to be d-stabilizable 
relative to II if there is a matrix F such that A + BF is d-stable relative to [ k]*I’I[ L]. 
According to Theorem 3.3, (A, B) is d-stabilizable relative to I? if and only if the inequality 
X - (A + BF)*X(A + BF) - [;]*w [i] >o 
is fulfilled by a pair (F, X) with X > 0. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A pair (C, A) of matrices A E Pxn and C E Cmx” is said to be d-detectable 
relative to II1 if there is a matrix L E Px” such that A + LC is d-stable relative to III. 
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LEMMA 3.6. If there exist a positive semidefinite matrix V # 0 with CV = 0 and some X > 1 
such that 
(CA + Iqadj(v) = xv, 
then (C, A) is not d-detectable relative to III. 
PROOF. We assume that (C, A) is d-detectable relative to III. Then according to Theorem 3.3, 
there exist matrices L E UYxm and X > 0 such that (1 - CA+LC - III)(X) > 0. From the 
hypotheses, it follows now that 
0 5 (v, (I- LA +LC -HI)(~)) = (v,(x- CA - nl)(x)) 
= ((Z-LA - n,)adj(v),x) 
= (1 - X)(V,X) I 0. 
Hence, (V,X) = 0, and since X is positive definite, it follows that V = 0, which contradicts the 
hypotheses. I 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose Q 2 0 and (3.1) has a solution X 2 0. 
(i) If Q > 0, then A is d-stable relative to II1 and we have X > 0. 
(ii) If (Q, A) is d-detectable relative to III, then A is d-stable relative to III. 
PROOF. 
(i) Let us assume that A is not d-stable relative to III. Then from Theorem 3.3, it follows 
that r(LA +IIl) > 1, and now Theorem 2.5 shows that there is some X 2 1 and a matrix 
V E 3-l: \ (0) such that (CA + IIl)adj(V) = XV. So we have 
0 5 (v,Q) = (v, (z - CA -n,)(x)) = (1 - x)(v,x) 5 0. 
Hence, (V, Q) = 0, and since Q is positive definite, it follows that V = 0. Therefore, A is 
d-stable relative to II, and from Theorem 3.3, we obtain that the unique solution of (3.1) 
is positive definite. 
(ii) If A is not d-stable relative to III, then it follows from the proof above that there is a 
matrix V 2 0 such that (V, Q) = 0. S ince V and Q are both positive semidefinite, we 
obtain QV = 0, which contradicts the d-detectability of (Q, A) relative to II,. I 
4. THE SCHUR COMPLEMENT 
In this section, we present some notations and preliminary results from matrix analysis. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The Moore-Penrose inverse of a p x q matrix Z is the unique q x p matrix Z+ 
satisfying the conditions 
(i) Z+ZZ+ = Z+, ZZfZ = Z, and 
(ii) (Z+Z)* = Z+Z, (ZZ+)* = ZZ+. 
If Z is Hermitian or positive semidefinite, then so is Z+ (see [14, Proposition 12.8.31). 
LEMMA 4.2. (See [15, Theorem 9.171.) A ssume that Z is an m x n matrix and W is a p x n 
matrix. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Ker Z C Ker W; 
(ii) W = WZ+Z; 
(iii) W+ = Z+ZW+. 
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LEMMA 4.3. (See [16, Thearem 11.) Let H b e a Hermitian matrix of size n + m with 
L N 
H= N* M 7 [ 1 
where L is n x n and M is m x m. Then, H is positive semidefinite if and only if 
M 2 0, L - NM+N* 2 0 and Ker M c Ker N. 
The matrix H/M := L - NM+N* is called the Schur cbmplement of M in H. 
The following lemma generalizes Lemma 2.2 in [17] and provides the basis for the proof of a 
comparison theorem for rational matrix difference equations of the form (1.1). A proof can be 
found in [8]. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 
L N H= j,,F* M [ 1 and - L fi H= fi* ti [ 1 
both be Hermitian (n+m) x (n+m) matrices, where L and 1 are both n x n. Define Hd := H-l?, 
Md := M - h;r, and Nd := N - fi. If . 
Ker M c Ker N, Ker G c Ker fl, aid Ker ikfd C Ker Nd, 
then 
H/M - fi/ti - Hd/Md = (NM+ti - #) (M; f ti’) (NM+ti - &f) * . 
COROLLARY 4.5. Given the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4, assume, in addition, that Ker M C Ker N 
and Kera C_ Kerfi. If H 2 & and &l > 0, then the difference H/M - R/i@ is positive 
semidefinite. 
5. EXISTENCE AND COMPARISON THEOREMS 
In this section, we present a general comparison theorem which allows the comparison of 
solutions of two rational matrix difference equations. As corollaries, we derive two existence 
results. To formulate the comparison theorem, we define D(R) as the set of all X E ‘H” such 
that 
R + B’XB +&(X) 2 0 and Ker [R + B*XB + II,(X)] C Ker [S + A*XB + n12(X)] 
and the rational matrix operator R: D(R) ---) 7-P by 
R(X) = A’XA + Q + I&(X) - [S + A*XB + II,,(X)] 
x [R + B*XB + l-I,(X)]+ [S + A*XB + II,,(X)]*. 
We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. If 2 E D(R) and Ker [R + B*Y?B + II,(R)] c KerB, then 
n 
x E ~(W, for all X 1 X. 
Iti particular, ‘HL is contained in D(R) if R 2 0 and Ker R C Ker[ z]. 
PROOF. From R + B’J?B +&(R) 2 0 and X 2 2, we infer that 
(5.1) 
R + B*XB -f&(X) 2 R + B*g’B + II2 (A) 2 0, 
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and 
R+B*XB+IIz(X)~B*(X-~)B+rI,(x-R) 
g12(x-2) 20. 
These inequalities imply that 
and 
Ker [R + B*XB + l&(X)] C Ker [R + B*RB + II2 (*)I (5.2) 
Ker [R+ B*XB +&(X)] C KerIIz (2 - 2) c KerII12 (X - 2)) 
where the las,t inclusion is obtained by applying Lemma 4.3 to the matrix H := II(X - 8). 
Using (5.2), X E D(R) and the assumptions fulfilled by Ker [R + B*zB + l&(R)], we get 
Ker [R + B*XB + III,(X)] C Ker [s + A*2B + II12 (2)] 
and 
Ker [R + B*XB + I&(X)] C Ker B C Ker [A* (X - 2) B] . 
Combining the preceding relations, we obtain finally 
Ker [R+B*XB-t&(X)] C [S+A*XB+II12(X)], 
and together with R + B’XB + IIz(X) 2 0, it follows that X E D(R). If, in particular, R 2 0 
and Ker R & Ker[ i], then 2 F 0 fulfills the assumptions of the lemma. In this case, ‘Hi is 
contained in D(R). I 
It is obvious that R(X) - X is the Schur complement of the so-called dissipation matrix 
A(x) := [ 
A*XA - X + Q +&(X) S + A*XB + III,(X) 
[S + A’XB + l&,(X)]* 1 R + B*XB + l-12(X) ’ (5.3) 
Consequently, by Lemma 4.3, the quadratic matrix inequality R(X) 2 X and the linear matrix 
inequality A(X) 1 0 are equivalent on D(R). 
LEMMA 5.2. If X is a Hermitian matrix such that 
Ker [R+B*XB+l&(X)] C Ker[S+ A*XB+III~(X)], (54 
then 
R(X) = (A + BF)*X(A + BF) + [ 1 ; (5.5) 
where 
F = F(X) := - [R + B’XB + l-I,(X)]+ [S + A*XB + l&,(X)]*. 
PROOF. From Lemma 4.2, it follows that condition (5.4) is equivalent to 
-F* [R + B*XB + &(X)] = S + A*XB +&z(X). 
So, if we rewrite R(X) as 
(54 
R(X) = A*XA + Q + II,(X) - F* [R + B*XB + II,(X)] F, 
we obtain 
= A*XA + F*B*XBF 
-{S+IIn(X)+ F*[R+B*XB+III~(X)]}F 
-F* {[S+&2(X)]* +[R+B*XB+IT2(X)]F} 
= (A + BF)*X(A + BF). I 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let Xr and X2 be Hermitian matrices such that 
Ker [R + B*XiB + II,( C Ker [S + A*XiB + nls(Xi)], i = 1,2. 
For i = 1,2, define 
Fi := F(Xi) = - [I? + B*XiB + l12(Xi)]+ [S + A*XiB + IIlz(Xi)]* . 
Then the following identities hold: 
R(X1) = (A + BF~)*XI(A + BFg,) 
-(Fz-FI)*[R+B*XIB+I~(XI)](F~-FI)+ L2 *[T+II(Xl)] [k] [ 1 (5.7) 
and 
R(X2) - R(Xl) = (A + BF2)*(X2 - XI)(A + BF2) 
+(F2-F~)*[R+B*XIB+~~(XI)](F~--I)+ kf, [ 1 
* I 
JqX2 -X1) F2 . 1 1 (5.8) 
PROOF. Using Lemma 5.2, we get 
R(X1) = (A + BFl)*Xl(A + BFI) + [ I il *[T+Jvdl [A] 
= (A + BFz)*Xl(A + BF2) + Q +&(X1) 
+ [S + A*XlB + II,,( FI + F;‘ [S + A*XlB + Ih(X1)]* 
+ F; [R + B*XIB + I12(X,)] Fl - A*X1BF2 - F;B*XIA - F;B*X1B*F2 
=(A+BF2)*X~(A+BF2)+Q+lll(X1)-F;[R+B*X1B+l-I2(Xl)]Fl 
+ (5’ + I-hz(X,) + F; [R + B*XlB + II,(X,)]} F2 
+ F; {[S + Ih,(Xl)]* + [R + B*XlB + I&(X1)] FI} - F;B*XIBF~ 
= (A + BFz)*Xl(A + BF2) 
- (F2 - FI)* [R + B*XlB + II2(X1)] (F2 - FI) 
+ i2 *[T+ff(Xl)l [Ifa] 7 [ I 
which proves (5.7). Subtracting this from (5.5) with X := X2, we obtain (5.8). I 
To formulate the announced comparison theorem, we introduce another rational matrix oper- 
ator 2: D(e) -+ ‘H” with 
ii(X) = A*XA + 0 + Q(X) - [” + A*XB + J&,(X)] 
x [B+B*XB+&(X)]+ [S+A*XB+&2@,]*, 
(5.9) 
where we assume that 0 and h are Hermitian and where D(R) denotes the set of all X E ‘l-i” 
such that 
R+B*XB+&(X) L 0 and Ker [” + B*XB + II2(X)] C Ker [” + A*XB + Ur2(X)] * 
For every X E D(e), we define the corresponding feedback matrix p by 
p = P(X) := - [” + B*XB + n,(X)] + [” + A*XB + b(X)] * . 
With these notations, we have the following lemma. 
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(5.10) 
then 
and R(X) 1 R(X). 
PROOF. Inequality (5.10) implies, in particular, that R 2 &, and consequently, 
R + B*XB + I-I,(X) 2 ii + B*XB +&(X) 2 0. (5.11) 
Furthermore, we have 
R+B*XB+&(X)>R-fi>O. 
From these two inequalities it follows that 
Ker [R + B*XB + II,(X)] C_ Ker [” + B’XB + 112(x)] 5 Ker [” + A’XB + II~(X)] 
and 
Ker [R + B*XB + l&(X)] c Ker [R - E”] C_ Ker [s - S] , 
where the last inclusion follows from the fact that (5.10) also implies Ker [R - A] G Ker [S - S] 
(see Lemma 4.3). Combining the two relations above, we get 
Ker [R + B*XB + II,(X)] C_ Ker [S + A*XB + III,,(X)], 
and together with (5.11), we obtain X E D(R). 
If we associate the matrix 
A(X) := 
[ 
A*XA-x+Q+r~~(x) S+A*XB+II~~(X) 
~+A*xB+II,~(x)]* R+B*XB+II~(X) I 
with (5.9), just as A(X) is associated with (5.1), it follows from (5.10) that A(X) > A(X), and 
now an application of Corollary 4.5 yields the statement of the lemma. a 
Recall that a discrete interval is a (not necessarily finite) set of successive integers. A sequence 
{X,},,, defined on a discrete interval Z C Z is said to be a solution of Xt+r = R(X,) if it satisfies 
the difference equation (1.1) and the additional condition X, E D(R) for t E 1. 
THEOREM 5.5. COMPARISON THEOREM. Let Z C Z be some discrete interval and tf E 1. As- 
sume that {X,Z} and {Xi} are on Z solutions of X,” = R(X~+,) and X,’ = T?(Xj+,), respectively. 
If 
then Xt”f > Xt’f implies that X,’ E D(R) and Xf 2 X,’ for all t E Z with t 5 tf. 
PROOF. Define X, := X,” -X2 and Fj := F(Xf), i = 1,2. According to Lemma 5.4, we have 
X,’ E D(R) for t E 2, and using (5.8), we infer that {Xt}tE~ is a solution of the difference 
equation 
xt = 72 (Xt”+1) - 72 (X,:,) 
= 72 (X+1> - 72 (X,:,) + 72. (X+1) - 72 (X,:1) 
= at+,xt+A+, + a+1 + fit+1(&+1), 
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where 
and 
Cjt := R (X,l) - 7? (X:) + (Ft” - F,1)* [R + B*X;B + l-I2 (Xi)] (Ft” - Ft’) . 
Now Lemma 5.4 implies that &t 2 0 for all t E Z and therefore, by induction, it follows that 
X, 2 0 for all t E Z with t 5 tf, which proves the theorem. I 
Theorem 5.5 shows that the solutions of (1.1) depend monotonically on [ :a i] and on the 
terminal value Xf; this generalizes the corresponding result for discrete-time Riccati equations 
(see [18,19]). W e mention that it is also possible to use a FrQchet derivative based approach for 
proving Theorem 5.5-in the special case II 3 0, this approach has been used in [20]. 
Subsequently, we present two corollaries showing how the comparison theorem can be used to 
derive existence results and upper and lower bounds for the solutions of (1.1). 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let Z C Z be some discrete interval and tf E Z. Assume that {X,‘}, {X;} are 
on Z solutions of the difference inequalities Xf 5 Rd(Xf+,) and Xr 2 Rd(X,‘L,l), respectively, 
with 
Ker [R + B*XfB + IIs (Xf)] C Ker B, for all t E Zfl(-03,tf]. (5.12) 
Then Xt’f 5 Xf 5 Xzl, implies that the solution {Xt} of 
xt = Rd(Xt+l), xtj = Xf, (5.13) 
exists for all t E Z with t 5 tf and fulfills there the inequality 
x,e I xt I x;. (5.14) 
PROOF. The solution {Xt} exists a prioti only on a certain discrete interval {t-, . . . , tf} with 
some unknown t- . By the hypotheses, there exists a sequence {Q:} of positive semidefinite 
matrices such that 
Xte = Rd (X:+1) - Q:,,. 
We define St := Q - Qf, fi := R, and 3 := S. Since Xf 2 Xt”f, we obtain from Theorem 5.5 
(which holds also in the time-varying case-see &mark 5.8) that Xf 5 Xt for t = t-, . . . , tf. 
Substituting {Q:} by an adequate sequence {Qy} f g t o ne a ive semidefinite matrices, the right 
inequality from (5.14) follows analogously. Hence, the sequence {Xt} is bounded from below and 
above, and therefore, it follows that {t-, . . . , tf} > 2n (-03, tf]. 
It remains to show that Xt E D(R) for t E Z with t 5 tf, Using Lemma 5.1, this results 
immediately from (5.12) and the fact that Xt > Xf for all t E Z n (-co, tf]. 
COROLLARY 5.7. Assume that Ker R C Ker B and 
1 1 Q s >o S’ R - ’ (5.15) 
If Xf 2 0, then the solution {Xt} of (5.13) exists for all t E Z with t < tf and fulfills there the 
inequality 
05XtIXz”, 
where {XF} is the solution of 
X: = A*XZ"+,A+ Q + I&(X:+,), xt" = Xf. (5.16) 
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PROOF. We compare the solution of (5.13) with the solutions of the difference equations (5.16) 
and 
X,’ = Rd (X;+l) + SR+S* - Q, Xff = 0. (5.17) 
Since (5.16) is a linear difference equation, the solution {XF} exists for all t E Z with t < tf. 
Since Xf 2 0, it follows by induction that Xp 2 0 for all t E Z with t 2 tf. This yields in 
particular that Xy 2 Rd(Xp+l) for all t E Z with t 5 tf. 
The solution of (5.17) is the trivial solution, and from (5.15), it follows with Lemma 4.3 that 
it satisfies the difference inequality Xf 5 Rd(Xf+l). Since we assume that Ker R c Ker B, the 
assertion of the corollary results from Corollary 5.6. 
REMARK 5.8. We mention that all the results obtained in Section 5 remain valid if the coefficients 
of (1.1) depend on t and the assumptions used are valid for all t. 
6. STABILIZING AND ALMOST STABILIZING SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we present results concerning stabilizing .and almost stabilizing solutions of the 
algebraic matrix equation (1.2). Using an iterative procedure which can be viewed as a slight 
modification of the Newton-Kantorovich method applied to the equation R(X) = X, we prove 
an existence theorem for an almost stabilizing solution of (1.2). F or a detailed representation in 
the continuous-time case, the reader is referred to [8]. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let 2 E D(R) b e a solution of ‘R(X) = X. If F = F(8) denotes the corre- 
sponding feedback matrix and fi the positive linear operator defined by I?(X) := [ i]*II(X)[ L] 
for X E ‘l-l”, then 8 is called stabilizing (respectively, almost stabilizing) if CT(C,J+BF + I?) is 
contained in the open [respectively, closed) left half-plane. 
The following theorem generalizes a well-known result for discrete-time algebraic Riccati equa- 
tions (see [l, Theorem 13.1.11). A continuous-time version of this result was already derived in [6] 
(see also [21]). 
We mention that-in contrast to the special case II G 0 (see [l, Section 15])-the solutions 
of the algebraic matrix equation (1.2) cannot be determined from the deflating subspaces of an 
associated matrix pencil. This yields that, up to now, the structure of the set of all solutions 
of (1.2) is unknown. 
THEOREM 6.2. Assume that (A, B) is d-stabilizable relative to II and that there exists a solu- 
tion 2 of R(X) 2 X for which 
Ker [R + B*RB + II2 (1’>] E Ker B. 
Then there exists an almost stabilizing solution X+ of R(X) = X, and we have X+ 1 X for all 
solutions of R(X) > X with Ker [R + B*XB + III,(X)] c Ker B. 
PROOF. By the hypotheses, there exists a Hermitian matrix 2 E D(R) with 
R ri =R+Q-&, 
( > (6.1) 
where 0 is a Hermitian matrix such that 0 5 Q. 
Since (A, B) is d-stabilizable relative to II, there is an Fo such that A0 := A + BFo is d-stable 
relative to [ F’,]*II[ :J. Let X1 be th e unique solution of the linearly perturbed Stein equation 
A;XlAo - X1 + $I=O. 
If we define P := F(x), then as in the proof of (5.7), we get 
R(“) =A$Ao-(F&)* [ R+B*kB+II+)] (Fo-p)+[;O]* [T+I+,)] [LO]. 
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This yields that 
. 
X1 - X = A;XIAo + [ 1 ki, * IT + rI (Xl)1 [Lo] +I-R(z%)+Q-& 
=A;(Xr+c,+ [;o]*+r*) [jo] +Q-Q 
+(Fo-P)*[R+B*.eB+nz(R)] (F&)+I. 
NOW R + B*XB + IIs 2 0 by hypothesis and Q > Q; hence, 
(6.2) 
A;(X,-~)Ao-(X,-a)+[;o]*II(X~-*) [io] <O. 
Since A0 is d-stable relative to [F’, ]*II[ ,‘,I, Part (iv) of Theorem 3.3 shows that Xr > 8. 
Consequently, according to Lemma 5.1, we have Xr E D(R). 
Starting with Ao, Fc, Xl, induction is used to construct three sequences of matrices {A;}&, 
~Fi~i%, {WEl, with certain properties (given below). Thus, assume that for some m 2 1, we 
have already determined matrices {Ai}z;l, {J’i}E;l, {Xi}zi with Xi = Xj, 
x1 > x2 > . . . > x, > it, 
Ai=A+BFi, i=0,1,..., m-l, 
where 
Fi = - [R + B*XiB + I312(Xi)]-~ [S + A*XiB + n12(xi)]*, i=1,2 ,...) m-l, 
AfX+lAi - Xi+1  .&I=O, i = 0, 1, . . . ) m - 1, (6.3) 
and the matrices Ai are d-stable relative to [ X]*II[ x], i = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1. NOW, define 
F, := - [R + B*XmB + &(Xm)]+ [S + A*XmB + II,,(L)]*, 
A,,, := A + BF,. 
It has to be shown that A, is d-stable relative to [ im]*II[ d ]. Letting Xr := X,, X2 := X,-r 
in (5.7) and applying (6.3), we get 
R&z) = -L - (Fm - %-I)* [R + B*X,B + &(X,4] (F, - Fmml) - ;I. 
Together with (5.5), it follows that 
4&A,, - X,,, + F’ [ 1 m (6.4) 
+ (En - Fm-I)* [R + B*X,B + IIz(X,)] (F, - Fm-l) = 0. 
Next, use (5.7) again with Xr := X, X2 := X, and apply (6.1) to get 
A;riA,-*+ [im]* [T+“(2)] [im] -Q+& 
-(F+* [R+B*zB+II,(A)] (F,-fi) =O. 
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Subtracting this from (6.4), we obtain 
A,(xm-R)a,,-(xm-l)+[~m]*rI(xm-R) [J 
= - ( > Q - cj - (F, - F,-I)* [R + B*X,B + Hz (Xm)] (Fm - &-I) 
-(Fm-P)‘[R+B*RB+IIz(a)] (F,-+-$<o. 
Since X, > X, it follows from Theorem 3.3 that A, is d-stable relative to [F:, ]*II[ in 1. 
We now define Xm+r as the unique solution (necessarily Hermitian) of the linearly perturbed 
Stein equation 
Gr&n+1-4n - &+I + ; 1 1 m *[T+vn+l)l [d,] +--&I=O. (6.5) 
As in (6.2), it is found that 
4, ( &+I - 2) Am - (&+I - q+ [;J*lqx,,,-n) [;J 
=z-R(2)-(F,-P)*[R+B’RB+l&(k)](F,-+--&<O. 
(6.6) 
Next, it will be shown that X, > Xm+r. Subtracting (6.5) from (6.4), we get 
* 
Ak(Xm-Xm+l)A,-(X,-X,+1 1 ~(-L -x7%+1) ; [ 1 777 
= -(Fm - F,-I)* [R + B*X,B + II2 (Xm)] (Fm - Fm-I) - m(;+ 1) I< 0. 
The last two equations, together with the fact that A, is d-stable relative to [ Ff, ]*II[ km ] imply 
,. 
that X, > Xm+r > X. 
We have obtained a nonincreasing sequence {Xm}~=c of H ermitian matrices bounded below 
by X. Hence, 
X+ := lim X, 
m+m 
exists and is a Hermitian matrix with X+ > X and X+ E D(R). Passing to the limit in (6.5) 
when m -+ co, and writing F+ := F(X+), it is found that 
A;X+A+-X++ 
which, in view of Lemma 5.2, can be rewritten as X+ = R(X+). 
Since X+ is independent of X, we have X+ 2 X for every solution X of R(X) 2 X for which 
Ker [R + B*XB + l&(X)] & Ker B. 
Finally, since A, is d-stable relative to [ Fk]*II[ in] for all m 2 0, the solution X+ is almost 
stabilizing. I 
COROLLARY 6.3. Assume that Ker R C_ Ker B, (A, B) is d-stabilizable relative to II, and 
(6.7) 
Then R(X) = X has an almost stabilizing solution X+, and we have X+ > 0. 
PROOF. According to Lemma 4.3, condition (6.7) implies that X = 0 is a solution of R(X) > X. 
Therefore, an application of Theorem 6.2 yields the statement of the corollary. I 
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COROLLARY 6.4. Assume that (A,B) is d-stabilizable relative to II and that there exists a 
solution 2 of R(X) > X for which 
Ker R+B*RB+IIz 2 GKerB. 
[ ( >I 
Then there exists a stabilizing solution X+ of R(X) = X, and X+ > 2. 
PROOF. Passing to the limit in (6.6) when m + 00, we obtain 
=hR(~)-(F+-P)‘[R+B*RB+&(b)] (F+-p) <O. 
Since X+ 2 2, it follows now from Lemma 3.7(i) that A+ is d-stable relative to [ ,‘+]*II[ :+I 
and that X+ > J% holds. I 
LEMMA 6.5. If R(X) = X has a stabilizing solution X,, then X, > X for every solution X of 
R(X) 2 X. In particular, X, is the maximal solution of R(X) = X. 
PROOF. Let X, be a stabilizing solution of R(X) = X and denote the corresponding feedback 
matrix by F, = F(X,). F or every 2 with R(R) 2 2, there is a matrix 0 5 Q such that 
R(R) = 2 + Q - 4. If P = F(R), then an application of (5.8) with X1 := 2 and X2 := X, 
yields the equation 
+ (F, -“)* [R+B’2B+II, (,?)I (F,-#) 
+ [If,]*~(x4 [il. 
Hen:e, the difference X, - x fulfills a linearly perturbed Stein equation where Q 2 0, R + 
B*XB + II,(R) 2 0, and A + BF, is d-stable relative to [i d ]*II[ ,’ 1. Applying Theorem 3.3 and 
Lemma 3.2, we obtain X, > 2. 
(I 
I 
LEMMA 6.6. Assume that R > 0, 
Q S 1 I c$* R2 07 
and that (Q - SR-‘S*,A - BR-lS*) is d-detectable relative to [ -R!ls.]*II[ -R!ls.]. Then 
every positive semidefinite solution of R(X) = X is stabilizing. 
PROOF. Let X > 0 be a solution of R(X) = X and denote by F = F(X) the corresponding 
feedback matrix. From Lemma 5.2, we know that X is also a solution of the linearly perturbed 
Stein equation 
(A+BF)*X(A+BF)-X+Cj+fi(X)=O (6.8) 
= [;I* [; s;-l] [Q-s(ys* ;] [,-:,* ;] [;I 
=Q-sR-?s*+(F+Kls*)*R(F+R-?s*) 
and 
J&X)= [;]‘w [;I. 
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We assume now that A + BF is not d-stable relative to I?. Then it follows from Theorem 3.3(v) 
and Theorem 2.5 that there is a matrix V E ‘FI”, \ (0) and some X 2 1 such that 
LA+BF + ii 
> 
adJ (v) = xv. (6.10) 
But then 
o+Q)=-(v,(z-~A+BF-fi)(X))=(l-X)(V,X)<0, 
and we conclude that (V, 0) = 0. F rom Q > SR-IS* and R > 0, it follows that 
(V,Q - SR-lS*) = (V, (F + R-%*)* R (F + R-‘S*)) = 0, (6.11) 
and this equation implies 
and 
(Q - SR-lS*) V = 0 
(F + R-lS*) V (F + R-%*)* = 0. 
Since V has a positive semidefinite square root, we obtain FV = -RT~S*V, 
lation now yields 
with 
(v, CA+BjT’(x) + c(x)) = (v, CA-BP’S’ (x) + n(x)) 
(6.12) 
and an easy calcu- 
From (6.10), it follows finally that 
(CA-BP’S* + 0)““’ (v) = xv, 
and together with (6.12), this contradicts the presupposed detectability. Hence, A + BF is 
d-stable relative to fi. I 
In the special case where IIiz E 0 and IIz E 0, the assumption R > 0 in Lemma 6.6 can be 
weakened to Ker R c Ker B.- In this case, we obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 6.7. Assume that Ker R C Ker B, 
[ I 
Q s >o 
5” R - ’ 
and that (Q-SR+S*, A-BR+S*) is d-ddectablerelative toIIi. Then everypositivesemidefinite 
solution of 
A*XA - X + Q + II,(X) - (S + A*XB) (R + B*XB)+ (S + A*XB)* = 0 
is stabilizing. 
(6.13) 
PROOF. Let X > 0 be a solution of (6.13) and 
F := - (R + B*XB)+ (S + A*XB)* 
the corresponding feedback matrix. Then Ker R & Ker B implies that 
Ker R+ = Ker R c Ker (R + B*XB) = Ker (R + B’XB)+ C Ker F*, 
since Ker Z+ = Ker Z* for every 2 E C”’ n. According to Lemma 4.2, this is equivalent to 
R+RF = F. 
We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 6.6. Since R>O, we obtain from (6.11) and Lemma 3.l(iii), 
that 
Using R 2 0, we get 
V (F + R+L*)* R (F + R+L*) V = 0. 
R(F+R+L*)V=O, 
and multiplication from the left with’ Rt now yields that FV = -R+S*V. Continuing as in the 
proof of Lemma 6.6, the statement of the corollary follows. I 
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LEMMA 6.8. Assume that 
RZO, KerRcKerS, and Q > SR+S. (6.14 
If X 2 0 is a solution of R(X) = X, then X is stabilizing and positive definite. I 
PROOF. Using the notation from the proof of Lemma 6.6, we obtain Q > 0 (this can be easily 
derived from formula (6.9) h w ere R-l has to be replaced by W). Applying Lemma 3.7(i) to 
equation (6.8), we now obtain the statement of the lemma. 
From Corollary 6.3 and Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6, we infer the following. 
THEOREM 6.9. Assume that (A, B) is d-stabilizable relative to II, R > 0, and 
If (Q - SR-lS*, A - BR-‘S*) is d-detectable relative to [ -,f,,.]*II[ -R!ls*], then R(X) = X 
has a unique positive semidefinite solution X+. Moreover, X+ is stabilizing and maximal among 
all solutions of R(X) = X. 
7. CONVERGENCE THE,OREMS 
As an application of Theorem 5.5, we obtain the following monotonicity property which gen- 
eralizes the corresponding results for continuous- and discrete-time Riccati equations (see [22]). 
LEMMA 7,l. Let Z c Z be some discrete interval and tj E Z. Assume that {Xt} is on Z a 
solution of Xt = R(Xt+r). Then Xt, 2 X,,-i (X,, 5 X,,-r) implies X, 2 X,-i (X, 5 X,-r) 
foralltEZwitht<tj. 
PROOF. Define X,Z := X,, Xj := Xt-r and apply Theorem 5.5. I 
LEMMA 7.2. Assume that 
Q s [ 1 s* R 2 ‘9 
and that {Xf} is a solution of the difference equation X, = R(X,+i) with Xi = 0. If R(X) = X 
has no solution in the cone ofpositive semidefinite matrices, then limt,-, ]]Xi]] = 00. Otherwise, 
Xmin = limt,-, Xf exists and is the minimal positive semi$efinite solution of R(X) = X. 
PROOF. Prom Corollary 5.6, we know that Xf 1 0 exists for all t 5 0. Since Xe, = R(0) = Q - 
SR-lS* 2 0, it follows from Lemma 7.1 that Xe t-1 > X,” for all t < 0. So if limt+-oo ]]Xi]] < 00, 
then the monotonicity of {Xf} implies that Xmin = limt,-, X[ exists. Obviously, Xmin is 
positive semidefinite and a solution of R(X) = X. If X is another positive semidefinite solution 
of R(X) = X, it follows from Theorem 5.5 that Xi 5 X for all t 5 0. Passing.to t 4 -00, we 
obtain Xmin 5 X. I 
THEOREM 7.3. Assume that the following hypotheses hold. 
(i) R > 0, 1: i1 2 0, 
(ii) (A, B) &d-stabilizable relative to II, 
(iii) (Q - SRmlS’, A - BR-‘S”) is d-detectable relative to 
[ -Ri,,,]*n [ -Rflp]. 
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Then limthToo Xt = X+ for any solution {Xt} of X, = R(Xt+l) with X0 > 0. 
PROOF. We choose a matrix 0 E ‘H” such that 
Q2Q and fj > SR-IS*. 
Then it follows from Corollary 6.3 that the algebraic equation 
X = A*XA + cfj + ~-II(X) - [S + A*XB + J&z(X)] 
x [R + B*XB + Hz(X)]+ [S + A*XB + I&z(X)]* (7.1) 
has a solution x+ 2 0, which in view of Lemma 6.8 is stabilizing and positive definite. Now 
there exists some X > 1 such that X0 < Xx+. We consider the solution {Xj‘} of R(X) = X with 
X$ = Xx+. If {Xf} denotes the solution of the same difference equation with Xi = 0, then from 
Theorem 5.5, we obtain the inequality 
x,eGcxz”, for all t I 0. (7.2) 
Under the given hypotheses, the equation R(X) = X h as a unique positive semidefinite solu- 
tion X+. Because of Lemma 7.2, it follows that Xf -+ X+ (monotonically) for t 4 -co. We 
show now that {X21} is monotonically decreasing as t is decreasing. If we multiply (7.1) with X 
and substitute X by x+, then (having in mind that a 2 Q), we obtain an inequality of the form 
2(X2+) < Ax+, where ‘J? is a rational matrix operator with F = XT. On the other hand, we 
have XZ1 = 2(X,“) = R(XX+). s ince ? > T, it follows with Lemma 5.4 that 
x,u - X”, = xx+ -72 (xx+) 172 (AZ+) -72 (AX+) 2 0. 
Again using Lemma 7.1, this proves that {Xp} is a monotonically decreasing sequence with 
Xa 2 Xf 2 0 for all t 5 0. Hence, limt,-, Xy = X+ since X+ is the unique positive 
semidefinite solution. Together with (7.2), this proves the assertion of the theorem. I 
REMARK 7.4. 
(i) The proof of Theorem 7.3 shows how the comparison Theorem 5.5 in combination with the 
monotonicity Theorem 7.1 can be used to derive existence, convergence, and monotonic- 
ity results for the solutions of (1.1) and for the solutions of the corresponding algebraic 
equation (1.2). F or example, it is also possible to derive results on the monotonicity of 
the maximal or the minimal positive semidefinite solution of (1.2) (if they exist) on the 
matrix T and (for II2 E 0 and IT12 E 0) on the matrix ( ::::I:“,: A~&$~* ). 
(ii) Usually it is not possible to determine the solutions of (1.2) explicitly. On the other 
hand, it follows from Theorem 7.3 and the proof of Theorem 6.2, respectively, how the 
solution Xmin of (1.2) an d maximal solution X+ can be determined numerically (if they 
exist). Alternatively, one can solve (1.2) numerically by a slight modification of the algo- 
rithms presented in [3,23,24]; we omit details. 
(iii) The control-theoretical background for equations of the class studied in this note can be 
found in [25]. 
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